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ABSTRACT We summarize Wiener's solvent. We retain a simple geometrical bacco Mosaic Virus (TMV) particle and
theory of the dielectric constant of het- shape for the particles and account of DNA and find excellent agreement
erogeneous systems and extend its specifically for the solvent associated between our numerical results and
application to suspensions of particles with the particles. We calculate the experimental values from the literature.
with corrugated surfaces and interstitial birefringence of the rodshaped To-
INTRODUCTION
The theory of birefringence of partially aligned particles
in suspension is closely related to the theory of dielectrics
which was first developed in the beginning of the 19th
century (Landauer, 1978). A general theory of the dielec-
tric constant of mixed systems was published in 1912 by
0. Wiener, who obtained expressions for the birefrin-
gence of lamellar sheets and suspensions of parallel
cylinders. The birefringence of partially aligned ellipsoids
in dilute solution under shear flow was examined by
Peterlin and Stuart (1939). The birefringence of haemo-
globin crystals, measured by Perutz (1953), lead to an
article on the birefringence of ellipsoidal particles at
arbitrary concentration published by Bragg and Pippard
(1953), who pointed out the close relationship between
their work and that of Wiener. E. W. Taylor and cowork-
ers (Taylor and Cramer, 1963; Cassim and Taylor, 1965;
Cassim et al., 1968) reported a series of measurements on
the flow birefringence of protein solutions that seemed to
disagree with Wiener's theory. They formulated a new
theory that abandoned the assumption of simple geomet-
rical shapes for macromolecules and described instead
their dielectric properties by a necklace of induced
dipoles. More recent measurements of the birefringence
of mitotic spindles (Sato et al., 1975) and of tropomyosin
crystals (Ruiz and Oldenbourg, 1988), however, sup-
ported the applicability of the original theory.
We propose to reconcile the necklace model with
Wiener's theory by accounting specifically for the effect
of solvent that is inside the macromolecular structure.
Wiener's theory is often cited, but his work was published
in a journal which is not readily available and was written
in old style German. Therefore, we summarize his impor-
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tant results on the dielectric properties of heterogeneous
systems. We consider the electric field distribution in
polarized suspensions of rotational ellipsoids leading to an
exact expression of the dielectric constant for spherical,
planar, and rodshaped particles, special cases of the
mixture formula for ellipsoids proposed by Bragg and
Pippard (1953) on grounds of a less rigorous derivation.
We then introduce the concept of corrugated particle
surfaces and interstitial solvent. We show that increasing
surface corrugation and interstitial solvent amounts
decreases the form anisotropy of the particles. We demon-
strate the successful application of this concept with
model calculations of the birefringence of Tobacco
Mosaic Virus (TMV) and DNA and compare these with
experimental results in the literature. We conclude by
suggesting that birefringence measurements can be used
to estimate the amount of solvent associated with fibrous
proteins.
THEORY
We are concerned with the average refractive index of a
transparent body composed of an isotropic solvent with
suspended particles that are small, compared with the
wavelength of light. Accordingly, we consider the electric
polarization of the body in the quasistatic limit and set the
square of the refractive index equal to the dielectric
constant of the mixture (n2 = c, Maxwell relation).
C. J. F. B6ttcher (1973) suggested a simple formula for
the average dielectric constant e of a mixture of nonpolar
compounds:
E = ZfEi. (I)
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ei is the dielectric constant of the ith component in the
pure state. fi represents the volume fraction of the ith
component:f, = (N,)m/(N,)p, where (N,)m is the number
of molecules of the ith component in 1 cm3 of the mixture
and (Ni)p the number of molecules in 1 cm3 of the pure
compound. While Eq. 1 predicts remarkably well the
measured average dielectric constant of mixed systems
(B6ttcher, 1973), it fails to account for the anisotropy of
the dielectric constant of partially oriented macromolecu-
lar systems.
0. Wiener (1912) has developed a general theory for
the distribution of the electric field and the dielectric
displacement in a heterogeneous system. Suppose that a
uniform, external field polarizes the components of a
mixture. 0. Wiener showed that a simple relationship
exists between the average field E in the heterogeneous
dielectric body and the average fields E, in the various
components i of the mixture:
VE= V Ei, (2)
with
VEi= E dv.
V, is the volume of component i and the sum is taken over
all components enclosed in the volume V of the mixed
body. The same relationship applies for the dielectric
displacement D = e E with e the mean dielectric constant
of the mixture:
VIE Vie E,. (3)
c, is the dielectric constant of the pure compound i. In the
appendix we summarize Wiener's derivation of the rela-
tionships of Eq. 2 and 3, which are completely general and
apply to any heterogeneous mixture. However, to define E
in terms of the e, of the various components, the structure
of the mixture has to be specified in more detail. With our
final system of oriented, rod-like macromolecules in mind
we will consider a suspension of parallel circular cylinders
with liquid-like translational order. In a liquid-like
arrangement, the surrounding of each rod has the same
cylindrical symmetry as the rod itself, if the positions of
the neighboring particles are averaged over all possible
configurations. As particles cannot overlap, each rod with
dielectric constant E2 is surrounded by a shell of solvent
with El. Under these assumptions, the average field E2
inside one particle is related to the average field E, in the
solvent surrounding the particle by:
E2 = El (4)
1 + {2- E}AxI
The parameter Ax is the depolarizing factor that depends
on the orientation of the rods with respect to the external
field. For a field parallel to the rod axes, Al is zero and the
fields inside the rod and in the solvent are the same. If,
however, the long axis is perpendicular to the external
field, the depolarizing factor A1 is l/2, and the field inside
the rod is reduced (C2 > q1) or enhanced (f2 < E). We show
in the appendix that Eq. 4 is exact for systems with
cylindrical, spherical or planar symmetry and we discuss
its applicability to systems with ellipsoidal symmetry. In
the case of planar symmetry for fields oriented in the
plane (perpendicular to the normal) A1 = 0, and parallel
to the normal Al = 1; for spherical symmetry, Ax is
isotropic and equal to 1/3.
From Eqs. 2, 3, and 4 the following expression for the
dielectric constant Ex of a suspension of parallel cylinders,
of parallel sheets or of spheres is obtained:
(x = EI + f2(-1EI)
I + (Il-f) C2 - El Ax
(5)
fis the volume fraction of the particles in the suspension.
We note that Eq. 5 was derived without reference to
molecular polarizabilities or local electric fields. Bragg
and Pippard (1953) obtained the same relationship (Eq.
5) starting with the excess polarizability of ellipsoids
suspended in a dielectric medium. The random array of
ellipsoids was polarized by an external electric field. The
field acting on one ellipsoid was figured from the external
field plus the average field originating from the polariza-
tion of the surrounding particles. Bragg and Pippard's
expression for the dielectric constant of a random array of
ellipsoids is identical to Eq. 5, which was derived using the
average field and dielectric displacement inside and
around the particles. Our derivation demonstrates that
Eq. 5 is correct for all volume fractions, as long as the
surroundings of the particles have the same symmetry as
the particles themselves. As Bragg and Pippard pointed
out, Eq. 5 also applies extremely well in a cubic array of
spheres, even when the packing is quite close.
The anisotropy of the dielectric constant of a random
array of parallel rods arises from the anisotropy of the
depolarizing coefficient Ax. At high particle concentra-
tion (fclose to 1) the effect of the depolarizing coefficient
is reduced by the factor (1 - f) in the denominator. In
physical terms, the internal field inside a particle becomes
more isotropic at increasing particle concentration,
because a high depolarizing factor is counterbalanced by
a high field in the solvent surrounding the particles.
Therefore, we expect the form birefringence per unit
concentration to drop at large particle concentrations.
The anisotropy of the suspension is also affected by the
intrinsic anisotropy of the particle material. As the par-
ticles are free to rotate around their symmetry axis, one
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observes a cylindrical average of the dielectric tensor of
the material. Therefore, in case the particles possess an
intrinsic anisotropy, E2 has to be replaced by E21 and E21
representing the diagonal elements of the cylindrically
averaged dielectric tensor of the particles.
Macromolecules and molecular aggregates are usually
not shaped like smooth homogeneous bodies, but have
corrugated surfaces and incorporate pockets of solvent in
their structure. We will show that both departures from
the ideal geometrical shape decrease the anisotropy of the
dielectric constant of oriented macromolecular suspen-
sions.
According to Eq. 3 every component i of a mixture
contributes to the overall dielectric displacement with the
dielectric constant E, of the pure material times the
average electric field Ei inside it. Ei depends on the
environment around the component. If, for example,
spherical solvent droplets are incorporated into a rod-
shaped macromolecule, the average field in the droplets is
generally different from the average field in the solvent
surrounding the particle. More specific, when the exter-
nal field is parallel to the rod axis, the field in the
surrounding solvent is equal to the field inside the rod. If a
rod contains droplets of solvent the field inside the rod is
no longer homogeneous. Solvent pockets with E, < c2 and
the depolarizing factor of a sphere attract the field lines
and reduce the average field in the material with dielec-
tric constant E2. Therefore, the dielectric displacement
E2 X E2 of the rod material is reduced. The net result is a
lower dielectric constant El of the suspension, if bulk
solvent is transferred as spherical droplets into the rod
structure. However, if the external field is perpendicular
to the rod axis, the dielectric constant c- increases when
solvent is incorporated as droplets into the rod. Therefore,
for a given amount of material with dielectric constant E2,
arranged in parallel rods and suspended in solvent, the
anisotropy of the dielectric constant of the suspension, as
defined by AE = el - E1, decreases when solvent pene-
trates into the rods. However, the mean dielectric con-
stant (e) = (el + 2,E)/3 remains almost unaffected by
the solvent transfer. With the same arguments one can
show that corrugated particle surfaces also reduce Af
without affecting (e ).
The prominent effect of corrugated surfaces and inter-
stitial solvent is to reduce the difference in the dielectric
constant of the solvent and the material inside the smooth
particle surface. For rod-like particles, any shape aniso-
tropy of solvent enclosures is cylindrically averaged by the
rotational freedom of the particles. Therefore, the aver-
age dielectric constant of the material inside the smooth
particle surface can be estimated with Eq. 1, if the volume
fractionf. of solvent associated with the macromolecule is
known. In the following calculations of the birefringence
of DNA and TMV we estimated f5 from structural data
obtained with x-ray diffraction experiments and pub-
lished in the literature.
So far we have only considered suspensions of perfectly
parallel rods with a birefringence An,l = R- . If the
alignment is not perfect, the birefringence is reduced and
given by
An = An.,3 x 5, (6)
with
S = Jrf(0) x 1(3 cos2'e - 1) x 27 sin e de. (7)
S is the orientational order parameter of the distribution
functionf(0), with 0 the angle between the rod axis and
the symmetry axis of the alignment. For oriented macro-
molecular solutions, S is usually derived from a theoreti-
cal model describing the alignment process (Peterlin and
Stuart, 1939). Recently, we were able to measure the
orientational distribution in liquid crystalline TMV sus-
pensions with x-ray diffraction experiments (Oldenbourg
et al., 1988).
In the next section we present model calculations for
the birefringence of oriented solutions ofDNA and TMV.
Both particles are rodshaped and contain substantial
amounts of solvent inside their cylindrical surface. By
comparing our numerical results with measured values of
the birefringence and the refractive index increment of
these systems, we obtained values for the optical aniso-
tropy of the DNA nucleotide pair and the protein subunit
of TMV. Furthermore, we can successfully account for
the opposite signs of the intrinsic birefringence of the
common TMV particle and the helical aggregate of the
TMV A-protein.
Model calculation
DNA
The structure of the DNA double helix is often loosely
compared with a stack of coins, each coin 0.34-nm thick
and -2 nm diam. The coins stand for the pairs of
nucleotides that owe their flat shape to the bases stacked
in the center of the helix. The bases are highly anisotropic
ring structures that are responsible for the negative
birefringence of DNA.
We define the surface of DNA as a circular cylinder
with 1 nm radius, which is the outer radius of the
phosphate groups of the two DNA backbones (all struc-
tural data refer to B-DNA; see e.g., Bloomfield et al.,
1974). Thus the major and minor grooves of DNA are
located within the cylindrical surface. We estimate the
volume Vp of one mol of nucleotide pairs from the partial
specific volume of DNA (0.50 cm3/g) and the molecular
weight of one nucleotide pair (653 g/mol): Vnp = VDNA X
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MW,p = 327 cm3/mol. The volume of 1 mol of cylinder
elements, each 0.34 nm-thick and 1 nm radius, is 643 cm3.
Accordingly, just half the cylinder volume is occupied by
the nucleotides, the other half is taken up by solvent,
which is located in the grooves. If we divide the solvent
volume (316 cm3) by the molar volume of water (18 cm3),
the most abundant solvent molecule, we obtain - 18 water
molecules per nucleotide pair. This number is very close
to the 19 water molecules per pair that are estimated to fit
in the major and minor grooves of B-DNA (Saenger,
1984). Hence, the volume fraction f5 of solvent in the
DNA molecule is taken as 0.49 and the average dielectric
constant EDNA is estimated using Eq. (1):
EDNA = (1 f),Ep +f,E (8)
el and np are the dielectric constants of the solvent and the
nucleotide pairs, respectively. 'Cnp is expected to be highly
anisotropic, therefore we introduce Enpi and enp, for fields
oriented parallel and perpendicular to the helix axis. E
and Enp are the adjustable parameters. We write:
EDNAI (1 -f )En, + fs5 ,
EDNAL = (1 f,)nP±L + f,E l
The dielectric constant of a suspension of parallel
oriented DNA molecules is:
Ex = El +
fDNA(EDNAX - El)
1 + (1 - fDNA) j } Ax
with Ax = 0 or 1/2 depending on the field orientation. The
calculation of the volume fractionfDNA ofDNA cylinders
in the suspension has to include the volume of the water in
the grooves, which was attributed to the DNA molecule.
Therefore, we write:
C X VDNA
with c the mass concentration of DNA in the suspension
and VDNA its partial specific volume.
The specific birefringence of a fully oriented DNA
solution is determined by:
nut i- (10)
C C
and the refractive index increment in dilute solution is
dn 3
dc c
Both quantities are known experimentally and suffice to
determine Enpj1 and p
N. Stellwagen (1981) measured the birefringence of
dilute suspensions (c = 10 ,g/cm3) of well defined DNA
fragments oriented close to saturation by transient elec-
tric fields. Extrapolation to infinite field strength yielded
the specific birefringence Ans,/c = -6.6 x 10-2 cm3/g,
which was independent of the molecular weight of DNA.
Jolly and Eisenberg (1976) measured the refractive index
increment dn/dc = 0.175 cm3/g of dilute DNA solutions.
Both measurements used laser light with a wavelength of
633 nm. Using the solvent refractive index n, = 1.334
(water), we adjusted numerically the dielectric constants
Enp, and c.p, of the nucleotide pairs until the values
calculated with Eqs. 10 and 11 were equal to the mea-
sured values. We obtained:
n.P = vEp= 1.575,
n,pL= FE-iip= 1.737.
Seeds and Wilkins (1950) have measured a birefrin-
gence of -0.11 in an oriented DNA fiber containing -30
vol percent of water. Maret and Fillion have measured
similar birefringence values with oriented films of DNA
(Maret and Weill, 1983). In closely packed fibers and
films, the grooves of adjacent DNA molecules interdigi-
tate and the form anisotropy of the molecule is drastically
reduced. If we assume no form anisotropy, we can
estimate the refractive index of a DNA fiber using Eq. 1
and the above result of nplp and e p, This leads to nfiberll =
1.507, nfiber. = 1.627 and Anfiber = nfiberl - nfiber± =-0.12,
in good agreement with experiment.
TMV
The calculation of the birefringence of TMV and the
helical aggregate of the TMV A-protein proceeds along
the same lines as for DNA. For TMV and the helical
aggregate the smooth particle surface is defined as a
circular cylinder of radius 9 nm (structural data are taken
from Namba and Stubbs, 1986; and Mandelkow et al.,
1981). Inside the cylinder, identical protein subunits of
molecular weight 17,500 form a helix of pitch 2.3 nm with
161/3 subunits per turn. Solvent associated with each
particle is contained in a central hole (radius 2 nm), in a
helical groove on the outside and in pockets inside the
protein shell. The common strain of TMV has a single
strand of RNA that follows the basic helix between the
protein subunits at a radius of 4 nm. Three nucleotides are
bound to each protein subunit. The model calculation
proceeds in two steps. First, we derive an expression for
the optical polarizability of the helical aggregate. Then
we add the polarizability of the RNA, using specific
structural data to account for the position of the nucleo-
tides in the TMV particle.
The anisotropic structure of the protein subunit sug-
gested the assignment of two dielectric constants, eps11 and
EPc for fields oriented either parallel or perpendicular to
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the long axis of the subunit. EP.1 and ep., constitute the
adjustable parameters in the problem. In the protein shell
of the particle the subunits are arranged with their long
axis pointing radially, so that for a field parallel to the
helix axis all subunits are polarized along their short axis.
If we account for a volume fractionf, of solvent (,El) inside
the shell, the dielectric constant Eshi of the shell parallel to
the particle axis is calculated with Eq. 1:
Eshi = (1 -f )Em + f,lI (12)
For a field perpendicular to the shell, the cylindrical
averaging process orients half the subunits perpendicular
to the field and half the subunits parallel to the field.
Hence:
eshL = (1 f) 'ml + +f,e. (13)
2
We estimated the volume fractionf, of solvent between
radius 2 and 9 nm as follows: The volume of the protein
subunits Vps, per mole of helical turn, is given by the
partial specific volume VHA of the helical aggregate
(VHA = 0.735 cm3/g, Jaenicke and Lauffer, 1969), the
molecular weight of one subunit and the number of
subunits per turn:
VPS = VHA X 17,500 x 161/3 = 2.10 x 105 cm3.
The volume of the straight cylindrical shell, per mole of
helical turn, is:
VCS = 7r(r2 - r?)1 X NA = 3.35 x 105 cm3,
with ro and ri the outer and inner radius of the shell (9 and
2 nm, respectively), 1 = 2.3 nm the helical pitch and NA
Avogadro's number. The difference of the two volumes is
attributed to the solvent in the structure, which amounts
to a volume fractionf, = 0.37 or 425 water molecules per
subunit. Most of the solvent is located in the groove on the
outside of the protein shell, the rest is found inside the
protein structure. (High resolution fiber diffraction
experiments of TMV have located =30 ordered water
molecules and =50 disordered water molecules per pro-
tein subunit, not counting the solvent in the groove;
Stubbs, 1988).
The central hole in the Helical Aggregate and in TMV
has the same cylindrical symmetry as the protein shell.
The hole is filled with solvent, leading to the following
expression for the dielectric constant EHA of the complete
Helical Aggregate:
EHAx = Eshx + fh(E, - ,Ehx) (14)1+ O fh) f I 3Eh Ax
-shx J
where x stands for parallel or perpendicular and Ax for
the depolarizing coefficients of a long cylinder (Al = 0,
A,= 1/2).fh is the volume fraction of the central hole with
respect to the full cylinder (fh = 0.05).
The dielectric constant of a suspension of parallel
Helical Aggregates is obtained by the final formula:
(15)EX= El + fHA(EHAx fi)
JEHxHAX ) I
1 + (1
-fHA) I AX
El
with Ax again 0 or l/2. The volume fraction fHA of the
helical aggregate in suspension is derived from the mass
concentration c of protein, the partial specific volume VHA
of the helical aggregate and the volume fractionsf, andfh
of solvent associated with the helix:
C X VHA
f-)f(l -fh)
Before we compare calculated numbers with reported
experimental results we will derive the corresponding
expressions for the complete TMV particle. To this end,
we add the polarizabilities of the RNA nucleotides to the
dielectric constant of the protein shell. The polarizabili-
ties of the nucleotides is highly anisotropic, therefore it is
necessary to account for the orientations of the bases of
the nucleotides in the shell. Because all data are cylindri-
cally averaged, only the angles of the bases with respect to
the helix axis need to be known. Each subunit has three
nucleotides with the base angles 900, 500, and 700, which
are the angles between the normal of the base planes and
the helix axis (we are grateful to Gerald Stubbs for letting
us have the atomic coordinates of the nucleotides, from
which the above angles were derived; see also Stubbs and
Stauffacher, 1981; Namba and Stubbs, 1986).
We assume that RNA nucleotides have dielectric con-
stants e., and E. that are equal to the dielectric constants
of nucleotide pairs in DNA (see preceding section). For a
single nucleotide, parallel and perpendicular refer to the
normal of the base plane. The flat shape of the bases
suggest to use the depolarizing coefficient of a flat oblate
when the nucleotides are added to the protein structure.
Therefore, Ecg is associated with a depolarizing factor of 1
and e.± with a depolarizing factor of 0.
For an electric field parallel to the TMV rod, the
protein subunits are polarized perpendicular to their long
axes. The dielectric constants of the three nucleotides add
with their projections on the particle axis. This leads to
the following expression for the dielectric constant E,ih of
the TMV cylinder combining the protein subunits and the
nucleotides:
'(@1 =- 'EP. +
f .
1 + (1 -fn) (I 1Ep±)
3 3
X ECOS2 yi +f.(On1 - EP61) x sin2yi. (16)
i-1 i-I
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fn is the volume fraction of a single nucleotide in the
protein subunit:
Sn= VDNA X MWn =0.013.
VDNA x MWn + VHA X MWZ
MWn is the molecular weight of a single nucleotide (327)
and MWp, the molecular weight of a protein subunit
(17,500).
For a field perpendicular to the TMV rod, the cylindri-
cal averaging procedure orients half the nucleotide bases
with their normals perpendicular to the field direction.
The other half of the bases are tilted by an angle 900 -
away from the field direction. Hence:
ECy_L = Eps + fM(Ei - EP1)
1 + (1 -f3) (Enl Efp\
x sin2yj +f.(e(n - Ep) x -3 + Lcos m) (17)2 i- 2\ i-I
To obtain the dielectric constants of the TMV shell
with interstitial solvent, eftlll and E,yly replace Ep, and ep, in
Eqs. 12 and 13. The results are carried over to Eq. 14 to
get the dielectric constants ETMVH and ETMVI of the com-
plete TMV particle.
The dielectric constant of a suspension of parallel TMV
rods is then obtained from:
ex= El + f-Smv (TrMvX - I1)
1 + (1 -fTMv) (TMVx El)AX
f I
(18)
with Al = 0 and A1 = 1/2. The volume fraction fTMv of
TMV in suspension is derived from the mass concentra-
tion c of TMV, its partial specific volume VTMV (0.730
cm3/g, Jaenicke and Lauffer, 1969) and the volume
fractions f. and fh of the solvent associated with the
particle:
C X VTMV
(1
-fs)(I -fh)
The specific birefringence An,,/c and the refractive
index increment dn/dc of TMV suspensions were calcu-
lated using Eqs. 10 and 1 1. The protein refractive indices
np., and np., were varied until the calculated values were
closest to the measured value of dn/dc (dn/dc = 0.190
cm3/g; Taylor and Cramer, 1963) and to the set of
measured birefringence values, which are listed in Table 1
with their respective references. A solvent refractive
index of 1.335 was used in the calculations, if not
indicated otherwise. Note that most formulas in the text
show dielectric constants, whereas all values in the table
are given as refractive index or birefringence values. In
the following we comment on the results listed in Table
1.
Helical aggregate. The average protein refractive
index was found to be 1.59. The refractive index nP.1
parallel to the subunit's long axis is slightly higher than
np,,. Contributions to the positive anisotropy of the sub-
unit come from four core a-helices with orientations
almost parallel to the long axis of the subunit (Namba
and Stubbs, 1986). In a recent article on the birefringence
of tropomyosin crystals we have shown experimental
evidence that the intrinsic anisotropy of the a-helix is
positive (Ana = 0.011; Ruiz and Oldenbourg, 1988).
Other parts of the amino acid chain, such as aromatic side
groups, might also contribute to the positive anisotropy of
the protein subunit. The positive anisotropy of the subunit
refractive index results in a negative birefringence of the
protein helix, because the subunits have their long axes
oriented perpendicular to the helix axis. The dry gel of the
helical aggregate has indeed a negative birefringence,
which was measured by Franklin (1955). The wet gel,
however, has a positive birefringence (Franklin, 1955),
because the positive form birefringence of the rod
becomes dominant at smaller particle concentrations. The
protein concentrations in gels of the helical aggregate
were assumed to be roughly equal to the concentrations in
TMV gels. Comments on the concentration and particle
order in the wet and dry gels are summarized below for
TMV and do also apply for the Helical Aggregate.
TMV. In the TMV particle, the negative birefringence
of the protein helix is overridden by the positive contribu-
tions of the nucleotides, resulting in a positive intrinsic
birefringence ofTMV. Independent support for a positive
intrinsic birefringence comes from the observation that
TMV orients parallel to a magnetic field (Fraden et al.,
1985). Parallel orientation to the field indicates, that
TMV has a positive diamagnetic anisotropy. The optical
anisotropy is likely to have the same sign, because the
anisotropies of the dielectric as well as the diamagnetic
susceptibilities originate both from the anisotropic mobil-
ity of the electrons in the material.
The intrinsic birefringence of TMV is only weakly
positive (n,,yll- n,y= 1 x 10-4). The positive birefrin-
gence of oriented TMV solutions arises almost entirely
from the form birefringence of the particles. Therefore,
one observes an increasing specific birefringence of
oriented TMV solutions with decreasing particle concen-
tration.
The largest specific birefringence was observed in
dilute TMV suspensions, when a high, transient electric
field was applied to induce almost complete orientational
order (O'Konski et al., 1959). Extrapolation to infinite
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TABLE 1 Birefringences of oriented solutions of TMV and helical aggregates at different particle concentrations c and
solvent refractive Indices
r1 , [~~~~cm31 , cm3
Sample c cm3 c gJ c Reference
calculated measured
Helical aggregate np,1 - 1.591, np. - 1.588
Wet gel 0.6 0.005 0.01 > An Franklin, 1955
An > 0
Dry gel 1.1 -1 - l0o- An <0 Franklin, 1955
TMV nl - 1.5929, nyl = 1.5928
Transient electric
birefringence 4.9 . 10-' 0.0243 0.0210 O'Konski et al., 1959
Nematic 0.15 0.0200 0.0194 Oldenbourg et al., 1988
Wet gel 0.59 0.007 0.010 Bernal and Fankuchen, 1941
Dry gel 1.08 0.001 0.003 Bernal and Fankuchen, 1941
.~+
Flow birefringence Lauffer, 1938
+
1.3 1.5 1.7 1.9
Solvent Refractive Index
.6
Flow birefringence Taylor and Cramer, 1963
*m A
1.3 1.4 1.5
Solvent Refractive Index
Specific birefringence values were calculated with the refractive indices np., and np,± of the protein subunit using the model described in the text.
Measured values of the specific birefringence were taken from the listed references. The flow birefringences measured by Lauffer were given in ar-
bitrary units. Our calculated values were scaled by a single prefactor to the measured ones. The specific birefringence measured by Taylor and
Cramer is -20% smaller than the value calculated by us and measured with other methods. Therefore, the calculated birefringence curve in the ta-
ble is multiplied by 0.8 to account for this difference. The refractive indices nyj and nA refer to the cylindrical average of the refractive index of
the protein with RNA nucleotides in the TMV particle.
field strength yielded the listed value for the specific
birefringence, which is somewhat smaller than the calcu-
lated one.
At higher TMV concentrations, a nematic phase of
parallel rods forms spontaneously. The orientational
order in magnetically aligned, nematic TMV was mea-
sured by us with x-ray diffraction experiments (Olden-
bourg et al., 1988).
The particle order in gels of the helical aggregate and
of TMV was assumed to be perfectly parallel, with an
orientational order parameter S = 1. The protein concen-
tration in the wet and dry gels were infered from the
hexagonal lattice constant a measured by x-ray diffrac-
tion (wet gel a = 20.5 nm; dry gel a = 15.2 nm; Bernal
and Fankuchen, 1941). The concentration was calculated
assuming perfect hexagonal order in the plane perpendic-
ular to the particle axes. The measured lattice constant of
15.2 nm in the dry gel is smaller than the diameter of the
particles; therefore, in the dry gel, the protein shells of
adjacent particles must interdigitate. It is assumed, how-
ever, that the central holes of the particles remain intact.
The dry gel still contains -20% solvent, one third of it is
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located in the central holes. For the birefringence calcu-
lation of the dry gels, the cylindrical solvent holes were
assumed to be embedded in a continuous matrix of protein
with the rest of the solvent dispersed evenly in the matrix.
The solvents in the dry and wet gels contained an elevated
concentration of salt and possibly other organic contami-
nations. Therefore, the refractive indices of the solvents in
the wet and dry gels were probably higher than the
refractive index of water. As a rough estimate, we
assumed in the calculation a solvent refractive index of
1.35 for the wet gel and of 1.38 for the dry gel.
The flow experiments measured the birefringence of
dilute TMV solutions with solvents of various refractive
indices. The orientational order induced by the shear flow
was not complete and therefore depended on the rate of
shear and the solvent viscosities. Lauffer (1938) mea-
sured the birefringence of TMV suspensions flowing
through a capillary at constant pressure difference, thus
inducing the same orientational order in each sample.
Taylor and Cramer (1963) measured the induced bire-
fringence in a Rao apparatus and obtained the orienta-
tional factor from the measured extinction angle. The
calculated birefringence curves are in good agreement
with the decrease of the measured flow birefringence with
increasing solvent refractive index.
polarized by an external electric field. He recognized that the mean
dielectric constant of a mixed body must be equal to the dielectric
constant of a homogeneous body that has the same electric field and
dielectric displacement on its surface as the mixed body. Naturally, the
two dielectrics, the mixed body, and its homogeneous replacement, have
the same boundaries and are polarized by the same external electric
field. If the field and the displacement (or charge distribution) on the
surface is the same, the field everywhere outside the two bodies must be
the same, and hence, the average dielectric constant of the two bodies
must be the same. Wiener introduced a small transition region close to
the body surface where the field variations of the homogeneous body are
smoother than the variations of the field of the heterogeneous body. Fig.
1 is taken from Wiener's original publication and it shows the body
surface k and further out the surface g of uniformity beyond which the
field of the homogeneous and the heterogeneous body are equal. In the
region between k and g the field of the mixed body varies on a smaller
scale than that of the homogeneous body. However, we will show that
the transition region is usually extremely small compared with the body
volume and its effect on the calculation of the mean dielectric constant
can be neglected.
CONCLUSION
We demonstrated that Wiener's theory can be applied
successfully to predict the birefringence of oriented sus-
pensions of macromolecules. Our model calculation
reflects correctly the measured decrease of the specific
birefringence with increasing particle concentrations. In
addition, the model accounts for the well known decrease
of the birefringence when the solvent refractive index
approaches the average refractive index of the protein
material. The agreement between experimental and theo-
retical values was achieved by treating the solvent inside
the cylindrical surface of the particles as part of the
macromolecules. We showed that the specific birefrin-
gence decreases with increasing solvent amounts asso-
ciated with the macromolecules. Therefore, the observed
birefringence of fibrous proteins can be used to estimate
the amount of interstitial solvent in the fiber. Thus,
birefringence is not only a sensitive indicator of structural
anisotropy; it also reveals other important structural
information.
APPENDIX
For the derivation of Eqs. 2 and 3, 0. Wiener considered the electric
field and the dielectric displacement on the surface of a body that is
FIGURE 1 Schematic representation of a heterogeneous body with
surface k and surface g of uniformity (Wiener, 1912).
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Wiener first derived two vector theorems relating volume integrals of
a vector A to surface integrals of the same vector.
The first theorem is related to Stoke's theorem:
If
then
V x A = 0 within the volume V,
Adv =-| Al x x df.
v 2s
S is the surface surrounding the volume V, Al is the lateral projection of
A on S and x is the vector from the origin to the surface element df. A, is
defined as the cross product of the vector A and the unit vector e., which
is normal to the surface element df. Thus, Al is equal in magnitude to the
tangential projection of A but is oriented perpendicular to it.
The second theorem is related to Gauss' theorem:
If V A = 0 within the volume V,
then Adv = An x df.
A. is the magnitude of the projection ofA onto the normal of the surface
element df.
We now return to our dielectric problem and first consider the electric
field and dielectric displacement at an interface between two compo-
nents. It is well known that the normal projection D. of the dielectric
displacement and the tangential or lateral projection E, of the electric
field is steady by crossing a dielectric interface. Therefore:
Dni = fiEni = -Ei+,En(i+) =-Dn(i+1),
Eli = -E,(i+,).
(Al)
(A2)
i and (i + 1) denote the indices of two adjacent components. The minus
signs in Eqs. Al and A2 have to be included because the normal to the
interface of a component points from the interior of the component
outwards.
The vector theorems are used to relate the average field E1 and
dielectric displacement D, of component i of the mixed body to their
lateral and normal projections at the interface.
V,x E,= Edv = El x xdf, (A3)
Vi x D = Ddv = Dn x x df, (A4)
with
D = E,E.
V; is the volume of component i and e is its dielectric constant. We form
the sum over all interfaces between all components i including the body
surface k, which is the boundary, when looking from outside the body.
Each interface appears twice in the sum, once with each of the two
components touching at the interface. Because of the relationships Eqs.
Al and A2, the sum over all interfaces must be zero:
E,xxdf+ E, xxdf=O, (A5)
I Dn x xdff+ Dn x xdf=0. (A6)
We add to Eqs. A5 and A6 the corresponding surface integrals for the
outer surface g of uniformity:
El x xdf + El x xdf
+ EJ El x xdf= El x xdf, (A7)
Dnx xdf+ fDn x xdf
Ss Sk
+ Dn x xdf=f Dnxxdf (A8)
The two terms in front of the sum signs are equal to the volume average
of the field and the displacement in the region between the surface of the
mixed body and the surface g of uniformity. We denote this region with
index 0 and rewrite Eqs. A7 and A8 with all surface integrals on the
l.h.s. replaced by the volume averages of the fields and displacements
(Eqs. A3 and A4):
VoEo +ViEi= El x xdf,
Vo Do + E Vi Di = f, Dnx x df53S
(A9)
(AIO)
The same derivation applies to the homogeneous body with dielectric
constant e which replaces the mixed body without altering the field and
the displacement at the surface g. Therefore:
Vo0EF+ VE = E, x xdf,
VO Do + VD=f D, x x df.
s,
(Al 1)
(A12)
The primes account for the possibility that the field and the displace-
ment in the transition region close to the body surface might be different
for the homogeneous and the heterogeneous body. We equate the left
sides of Eqs. A9 and All and correspondingly Eqs. AO0 and A12,
rearrange the terms and obtain:
E=(Eo-E)Vo/V+ ZfifEi,
D = (D0-Do)VolV+ ZfiDi.
i
(A 13)
(A14)
f, is the volume fraction V1/ V of component i in the mixed body. With
Eq. A13 A14 Wiener has found a very suggestive relationship between
the average field (displacement) inside the homogeneous body and the
average field (displacement) inside the various components of the
heterogeneous mixture.
The question remains, what is the magnitude of the term involving the
region next to the surface of the two bodies? It seems reasonable to
assume that the extension do of the volume V0 perpendicular to the body
surface is of the same order as the average size 1, of the components of
the mixture. The volume ratio V0/V is then equal to 11/1 with I the
typical size of the mixed body. Hence, for macromolecular solutions
with I1- I00 nmand I -I cm, Vol/Visaverysmallquantity (lo-7
... 10-5). Furthermore, the differences (D0 - E4) and (Do - IYo) ought
to be very small themselves and arguments might be found to show that
the differences are close to zero, if not zero altogether. The field
variation in the lateral direction near the surface k of the heterogeneous
body is on the same scale as the size of the constituent components. If the
field is averaged over lateral directions much larger than the size of the
components, the average field near the body surface k must be close to
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the average field near the surface g where it is equal to the field of the
homogeneous body. Thus, the differences (Eo - Eo) and (Do- Do)
should endeed be close to zero. Therefore, it seems justified to neglect
the terms involving the transition region and we write:
(A15)
fgiDi, (A16a)
or fE=Z=fi fj.. (A16b)
Eqs. A15 and A16a, b correspond to Eqs. 2 and 3 in the main text and
they apply to any heterogeneous dielectric body, regardless of the shape
of its components and their arrangement in the body.
Finally, we consider the special case of an infinitely long rod with
dielectric constant E2 covered with a concentric cylindrical shell with
dielectric constant I,. The rod with shell is placed in an infinite medium
with yet another dielectric constant and is polarized by a uniform
external electric field. The mixed system has complete cylindrical
symmetry and its polarization in a homogeneous external field can be
solved exactly. For any field direction, the field E2 in the central rod is
homogeneous. If the external field is parallel or perpendicular to the rod
axis, the average field El, - fv E dv in the shell is colinear with E2 and
the following relationship between E, and E2 holds:
E2-= *I, (A17)
1 + {2 -ElAx
Ax is the depolarizing factor which depends on the orientation of the
external field with respect to the cylinder axis (Al - 0 and A, - l/). Eq.
A17 is also correct for systems with planar symmetry (Al - 1 and
A,- 0) and spherical symmetry, in which case Ax is isotropic and equal
to 1/3. Note that Eq. A17 is independent of the thickness of the shell.
Furthermore, Eq. A 17 is independent of what comes beyond the shell, as
long as the outside space posesses the same symmetry as the particles. If
the outer surface of the shell moves to infinity, Eq. Al 7 corresponds to
the well-known result for a single particle embedded in an infinite
dielectric medium. E, is then equal to the uniform external field
polarizing the medium.
If the central particle is a rotational ellipsoid with a confocal shell, we
found that Eq. A17 is not exact, but represents a first approximation.
An interesting case left to analyze is the ellipsoid of revolution with a
concentric shell that has the same axial ratio as the inner surface. At the
moment we do not know if Eq. A17 is exact for this case.
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